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In the next 45 minutes

Discussion of common practice

Examination of common practices

Signpost to useful tools and resources
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Discussion

How do you currently teach children to read?

Who is responsible for this?

What was the last relevant CPD your school did?
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Sustained silent reading

Reading for pleasure is a good thing, but not necessarily
the most efficient use of school time

Unlikely to benefit children who are not already fluent
readers

Text selection is crucial
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Student self-selection of reading materials: Teachers should guide students to choose good texts to
read during silent reading time. The books should be of interest, should draw from a variety of genre
and topics, and should be at an appropriate level — not too easy, not too hard. This is particularly
important for struggling readers who often select books they cannot read.
Student engagement and time on task during silent reading time: Teachers should keep a pulse on
students during DEAR time. Emphasize that DEAR time is reading practice time. It's not indoor recess,
but rather it has an important purpose: to provide time to practice reading skills. Read the full chapter for
a good description of "gossips, wanderers, and squirrels." See if you have any of those in your
classroom!

Accountability: Related to the above, accountability of what has been read may help build reading
stamina and proficiency. Several methods of accountability are suggested, including logs, reader
response, and anecdotal records. This seems like a highly personal decision, and for it to really work,
would have to be something easy and quick.
Interactions among teachers and students: It's important to foster teacher-student and studentstudent conversations about books. Rather than using your DEAR time to read yourself, engage your
students in conversations about what they're reading.
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Whole class reading

Children take it in turns to read

What is the intended impact?

How effective do you think this is?
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Evidence review

Key finding: the quality of the existing
evidence focused specifically on written
marking is very low.

Little evidence
about longterm outcomes

Very
few
studies
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Studies
often
small

Research
often focused
on HE or TEFL

Feedback
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What role do the
following play in your
feedback policy?
• Verbal feedback
• Self-assessment
• Peer-assessment
• Standardised tests
• Written marking

The EEF reported that ‘there is remarkably little high quality, relevant
research evidence to suggest that detailed or extensive marking has any
significant impact on pupils’ learning.’
‘So until such evidence is available… please do not report on marking
practice, or make judgements on it, other than whether it follows the
school’s assessment policy. Also, please do not seek to attribute the
degree of progress that pupils have made to marking that you consider
to be either effective or ineffective.’
Ofsted School Inspection Update, November 2016
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Some tentative recommendations from the Marking Review

• Pupils are unlikely to benefit from marking unless some time is set
aside to enable pupils to consider and respond to marking.
• Careless mistakes should be marked differently to errors resulting
from misunderstanding:
• Errors - May be best addressed by providing hints or questions
which lead pupils to underlying principles;
• Mistakes - Marking the mistake as incorrect, without giving the right
answer.
• Awarding grades for every piece of work may reduce the impact of
marking.

A mantra might be that schools should mark less in terms
of the number of pieces of work marked, but mark better.
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Want to get involved?

• Teachers give skills-based feedback rather than grades in KS4 English.
• Skills have been translated into short codes that teachers use when
marking work.
• These codes are also used in lessons to teach the skills and by students
to make peer- and self-marking faster, focused and more useful.
• Teachers track strengths and weaknesses across their classes, which
helps them to tailor lessons towards the skills that students are finding
difficult.
• This project is being led by Meols Cop High School, who developed the
approach.
@FLASHmarking
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Marking

Overall, very limited evidence about the impact of marking

Is marking for literacy making a difference?

What are the alternatives?
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How would you help each child?

Efstl
Atrr

Spell the words
‘eagle’ and ‘eighty’

Egl
Ate

Hmm…
What help does
student need?
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Egul
Eightee

Get involved

Sign up for our EEF News Alerts
Hear about our latest news via email: www.tiny.cc/eefnews

Explore our resources
Visit: http://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources

Find out about our trials
Visit: https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/recruiting/

Contact
Email: thomas.martell@eefoundation.org.uk
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